A considerable amount of research on distributed hash table (DHT) based mobility support schemes, which are highly user scalable and load balanced, has been done. But these schemes have shortcomings in query performances and network scalability. It is because although routing of overlay is effective, there is inconsistency between logical and physical topologies, so the actual physical network performances are not necessarily efficient. In this paper, we introduce a replication technology based DHT-based mobility support. Then all queries from any subnet can get responses as early as possible, i.e., the query distances are reduced, and the scopes of the effect of topological inconsistency are limited. We investigate the effect of the number of mapping replicas on query performances for DHTbased mobility support. And we find that replicating mobile nodes' mappings in proportion to their call-mobility-rates minimizes the query delay and ensures fairness in the query load distribution. Moreover, we combine the hierarchical structure with the domain-level DHT-based (dDHT) structure, to reduce the expense of replication on update performances. We propose a hierarchical DHT and proportional replication based mobility management (HDPRMM) scheme. The numerical results show HDPRMM optimizes the query and update performances of dDHT, and achieves better fairness and network scalability than MIP and dDHT.
Introduction
In mobile Internet era, the information locked in a fixed site will be released into space and time, and the flowing world will deeply change our lives anytime and anywhere. One direction of mobile Internet is large-scale development, and scalable mobility support is an important task. In typical mobile Internet architectures, a few types of mobility agents are used to maintain the mobility of a mobile node (MN): a home agent (HA) in Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [1] , a mobility anchor point (MAP) in Hierarchical MIPv6 (HMIPv6) [2] , and a local mobility anchor (LMA) in Proxy MIPv6 (PMIPv6) [3] . If a high burden of tasks is concentrated on a single mobility agent, the mobility agent may become a bottleneck node. How to distribute the network load among multiple mobility agents is an important issue.
To address the scalability problem, a number of P2P-based mobility supports were proposed [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In our work [14] , by classifying these schemes and comparing them with the traditional MIP mechanisms, we showed that the P2P-based mobility supports are highly user scalable and load balanced, but these schemes have shortcomings in query and update performances especially for a large-scale network. It is because although routing of the overlay itself is effective, there is inconsistency between logical and physical topologies, so the actual physical network performances are not necessarily efficient. Moreover, we showed that the DHT-based information spreading way and the information replication method of P2P networks have the reference value for mobility management. However, the related works only used the distributed structured information spreading way, but did not notice that using the information replication method may obtain benefits on the query performance, load balancing and data availability.
In this paper, we introduce replication into DHT-based mobility management. Then all queries from any subnet can get responses as early as possible, i.e. the query distances are reduced, and the scopes of effect of topological inconsistency are limited. We construct the optimization problems with the objectives of optimizing query performances, and choose the optimal replica distribution by theoretical analysis. We show that DHT-based query is optimized when the number of mapping replicas is proportional to the MN's call mobility rate, and such a replica distribution also ensures query load balance. In addition, to reduce the expense of replication on update performances, we combine the hierarchical structure with the dDHT management structure, and propose a hierarchical DHT and proportional replication based mobility management scheme, called HDPRMM. The numerical results show HDPRMM uses the relationship between performances and user behaviors better, and greatly enhances query performances, update performances, fairness, and scalability compared with dDHT, MIPv6 and HMIPv6.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the structure and performance problems of DHT-based mobility supports, and summarizes the related works on replication problem. The system parameters and assumptions are given in Section 3. Section 4 models the replication problem and analyzes the optimal replica distribution. In Section 5, we present the hierarchical DHT and proportional replication based mobility management scheme HDPRMM. The performance evaluation results are presented in Section 6. Conclusions are given in Section 7.
Problem statement

DHT based management structure
In [14] , we classified the P2P-based mobility supports into the subnet-level DHT-based (sDHT) scheme and the domainlevel DHT-based (dDHT) scheme according to the ways of overlay construction. Fig. 1 shows the management structure of dDHT, where the network is divided into multiple management domains, and each domain includes multiple subnets and is equipped with a mobility agent (MA). The MAs form a DHT-based overlay network.
There are three identifiers for each MN. Home Address (HoA) is a stable IP address to identify the MN. Care-of-Address (CoA) is a temporary IP address acquired in a foreign network when moving, and indicates MN's current location. Object Identifier (oID) is obtained by hashing the HoA, and is used in overlay network. Moreover, each MA in the overlay network has a Node Identifier (nID), which is obtained by hashing MA's IP address. The MAs keep the mappings between the oIDs and the CoAs.
DHT-based mobility support operations
For a general DHT approach, update operations involve the following steps: ① When an MN moves into the area of a new access router (AR), discovery of the new AR and determination of movement is performed through the messages exchange between MN and AR. ② Through the address configuration, the MN obtains a new unique CoA. ③ The MN's AR reports the new mapping information to its bootstrap mobility agent (aMA), which is the nearest MA to the AR in physical distance. ④ According to MN's HoA, the aMA obtains its oID, and performs binding update to the home mobility agent (hMA), whose nID is the nearest to the MN's oID, through the overlay network. ⑤ In addition, if the route optimization (RO) is adopted, BUs are sent to all active correspondent nodes (CNs) by the MN in Mid-Call mobility.
The operations of the query separate the mapping information query and the data delivery, and do not use the tunneling technology: ① The CN knows the MN's HoA. The destination address in the packet which the CN sends to the MN is MN's HoA. ② After the correspondent router (CR) receives the first packet, the correspondent mobility agent (cMA) sends the mapping query request message to the overlay network. ③ After receiving the query response message which includes the MN's mapping information, CR replaces the destination address of the data packets with MN's CoA, and directly delivers the packets to the MN.
Performance problem
In [14] , we presented a performance analysis model for DHT-based mobility management schemes, and compared such schemes with MIPv6 [1] and HMIPv6 [2] . The results show DHT-based mobility management schemes enable improvement in terms of load balance and user scalability compared with the traditional mechanisms. And the load balance of sDHT and dDHT is not affected by user distributions and movement models, and keeps good in various scenes. So it is very necessary to introduce the distributed information spreading way into mobility management.
But there exist shortcomings in query and update performances and network scalability. Although the performances of dDHT are better than sDHT, the delay performances of DHT-based schemes are worse than MIP schemes, especially for a large-scale network. It is because the inconsistency of logical and physical topologies limits the effective routing of overlay itself. Therefore, we should design efficient mobility support against these deficiencies, based on the domain-level management structure, to reduce the effects of topology inconsistency on mobility management.
Related works
In [15] , we proposed the DHT and Markov decision process based mobility management scheme. The scheme executes the overlay mapping query combining physical layer information with application layer information, and reduces the effects of topology inconsistency directly. And in [14] , we showed that the DHT-based information spreading way and the information replication method of P2P networks have the reference value for mobility management. However, the related works on DHT-based mobility management, only used the distributed structured information spreading way, but did not notice that using the information replication method may obtain benefits on the query performance, load balancing and data availability.
In this paper, we consider a different solution that using a replication technology to control the scopes of effect of topological inconsistency on mobility management. Replication is a universal enhancement technology. Cohen firstly discussed replication strategies in unstructured P2P networks [16] . Then Lv et al. extended some meaningful contents [17] . Terwari and Kleinrock evaluated the basic performance issues in the presence of multiple replicas of a file for a structured and unstructured P2P file sharing system, and gave the relationships between query-processing load or link distance to the nearest replica and the number of replicas [18, 19] .
System model
In this paper, the consistency Hash function is used in dDHT management structure to ensure uniformly distributed mappings. Each MN has a request rate (i.e. call arrival rate) associated with it, reflecting the hot level of that MN. The mapping of an MN can have more than one replica in the system. Table 1 shows the notation for the system parameters. And our analyses are based on the following assumptions.
(1) The numbers of MNs and MAs are fixed. In most cases, the time-scale of an update or a query for a mapping is much shorter than the time-scale over which the numbers of MNs and MAs change, so this assumption does not have any significant bearing on our results. (2) The local storage size and the access link capacity are equal at each MA. This assumption implies homogeneity in MA resources. For the general case where MAs may be contributing unequal resources, our results provide a lower bound on the performance, because the existence of higher capacity MAs offer opportunities for improving system performance. (3) The query network exhibits exponential expansion (i.e. k h MAs are reachable in h hops, k is the average degree of the overlay topology). A majority of the proposed topological models for the unstructured and structured overlay networks exhibit this property. (4) We consider a simple user demands model, namely a uniform demands model. Each MA has the same call arrival rate for any given MN, i.e., λ ij = λ i , ∀i, j, where λ ij is MA j's call arrival rate for MN i.
(5) In general, almost all of the structured overlay network routing algorithms use prefix-based routing. On each step of the routing process, the current MA chooses an MA whose nID is the closest to destination nID from its routing table as the next hop. And assume an MA will always satisfy requests for a mapping in its local storage. 
Replication problem model and analysis
The key problem of replication is the choice of the optimal replica distribution, namely, how many replicas of a mapping and how to place the replicas can obtain the optimal performances. In this section, we refer to the analysis method in [19] , and we formulate the replication problem according to the characteristics of DHT-based mobility management structure.
Firstly, we focus on three metrics: query delay, query overhead, and query load balance, and construct the optimization problems with the objectives of optimizing the query performances. Secondly, we choose the optimal replica distribution for DHT-based mobility management by theoretical analysis. Thirdly, we revise the optimization problem to balance the query performances and the update performances.
The expressions of query performances of the dDHT, which are given in [14] , include two parts: the delay and overhead of data delivery, and the delay and overhead caused by querying mapping in the overlay network. The former is inevitable, while the latter is to be optimized. Therefore we only consider the latter, i.e., the average query delay and the average query overhead mentioned in this section, specifically refers to the delay and overhead generated by the overlay mapping query.
Minimization of average query delay
Lemma 1 ([19] 
where k is the number of peers to which each peer maintains a link.
Firstly, we compute unit query delay for MN i. The unit query delay is measured by the average number of hops on the overlay network until the first MA, which maintains the requested identifier mapping, is found. According to Lemma 1, there exists a logarithm relationship between the unit query delay for MN i, Q L i , and the number of replicas of identifier mapping of MN i, i.e.,
where k is the number of links which each MA maintains.
Secondly, we compute the query rate for MN i. For the mobility management schemes which adopt route optimization, the query operations only execute in Pre-Call mobility, so we only need to compute the frequency of first query. If the observation scale is the number of call arrivals in the subnet residence time, the query rate for MN i is proportional to its call-mobility-rate
Then, the average query delay C QL can be estimated as the sum of the unit query delays for all MNs with corresponding query rate as the weighted factor, i.e.,
Our objective is to find the optimum values for the number of mapping replicas, which minimize the average query delay. The optimization problem with the constraint of the storage capacity of MAs is:
We use the Lagrangian method to solve this problem, and state the solution as the following theorem: 
Minimization of average query overhead
Lemma 2 ([19]). For a P2P network of size M,if no a priori information is available on the possible location of file i and the search process can be modeled as random probing, the query-processing load for a search file i, Q i (n i ), is related to the number of replicas of file i, n i , as follows:
assuming that the n i replicas of a file are uniformly distributed over all the peers in the network.
We define the unit query overhead to be the average number of MAs queried per mapping query. According to Lemma 2, there exists reciprocal relationship between the unit query overhead for MN i, Q S i , and the number of replicas of identifier mapping of MN i, i.e.,
assuming that the n i replicas of MN i are uniformly distributed over all the MAs in the overlay network.
And the average query overhead C QS can be estimated as the sum of the unit query overheads for all MNs with corresponding query rate as the weighted factor, i.e.,
Then, we construct the optimization problem with the objective of minimizing the average query overhead and the constraint of the storage capacity:
Using the Lagrangian method to solve this problem, we obtain the following theorem: 
Query load balance analysis
Assuming that the query requests for an MN's identifier mapping are uniformly distributed over the replicas of the mapping. Then in the subnet residence time, the query load Λ ij at MA j for MN i is
The query load Λ j at MA j that has identifier mappings R j = {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r K }, r i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, ∀i, in its storage is given
For linear proportional replication as given by Eq. (2), the query load at each MA is identical for each MN's mapping it is maintaining, i.e.,
where γ is a constant. Then Λ j = γ · K . It implies that each MA in the system takes on the same query load. We refer to this property of proportional replication as Uniform Node Utilization, and the utilization is not related to the overlay network size. We further say that the DHT-based mobility management system with proportional replication exhibits fairness in query load distribution, and prompts scalability and stability.
Optimal replica distribution
Since the linear proportionality (n i ∝ CMR i ) replica distribution minimizes the average query delay, but the square-root proportionality (n i ∝ √ CMR i ) replica distribution minimizes the average query overhead, we must decide which replica distribution to use with DHT-based mobility management, to balance the performances of delay and overhead.
The minimum average query delay can be derived by substituting Eq. (2) in Eq. (1):
It is interesting to note that the first term is the entropy of
, which measures how much the average query delay reduces as the skew in {CMR i } increases. And the second term accounts for the effect of higher storage space on the average query delay.
The average query overhead for the n i ∝ CMR i replica distribution can be derived by substituting Eq. (2) in Eq. (3):
where K /N is the fraction of the total number of mappings each MA can store. It shows the trade-off between the storage resources and query performances. It is also important to note that the average query overhead is independent of the number of MAs M in the system under the n i ∝ CMR i replica distribution, thus we have a fully scalable system.
The minimum average query overhead can be derived by substituting Eq. (4) in Eq. (3):
It shows that the optimal average query overhead C 
The gain of the n i ∝ CMR i replica distribution on query delay is
It shows that when the entropy is highest, i.e. all MNs have the same CMRs, the gain goes to 0. Further, when the entropy goes to 0, i.e. there is only one MN in the system, the gain again goes to 0. And the gain on query delay is maximized between these two extremes.
To sum up, the optimal replica distribution is determined by the CMR distribution. When all MNs have the same CMRs, the query delay and the query overhead under the linear or square-root proportionality replica distribution are the same. Only when the CMR distribution is very asymmetrical, it is disposed to use the n i ∝ √ CMR i replica distribution for obtaining better query overhead performance. However, in most cases, it is disposed to use the n i ∝ CMR i replica distribution, in order to obtain optimal query delay and to ensure load balance, stability and scalability with the expense of a part of query overhead performance.
Balance the query and update performances
Replication technology obtains the gains in query performances and load balance, with the expense of update performances. The expense cannot be ignored especially for a large-scale network. Therefore, we should balance the update performances while optimizing the query performances. Here, we discuss the method of balancing the query and update performances, as an example of analyzing overhead performances.
Here, the unit update overhead for MN i is measured by the average number of related MAs when updating the mappings of MN i in the overlay network, i.e. the number of mapping replicas, n i , of MN i. And if the observation scale is the average number of subnets for MN to move across between two packet arrivals, the update rate of the mappings of MN i is in inverse proportion to its CMR i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N.
Then, the average update overhead C US can be estimated as the sum of the unit update overheads for all MNs with corresponding update rate as the weighted factor, i.e.,
Eq. (5) shows that there are two methods to control the update overhead. One is reducing the unit update overhead, that is to control the number of replicas not be too much, and the other is reducing the update rate.
Specifically, we achieve the first method by revising the optimization problem of average query overhead and increasing the constraint of the upper bound of the average update overhead. The revised optimization problem is:
where C US max is the upper bound of the average update overhead.
The Theorem 3 shows that when the constraint of the average update overhead is tighter than the constraint of the storage capacity, the optimal replica distribution for minimizing the average query overhead changes from square-root proportionality to linear proportionality. Actually, the solution of the optimization problem described by Eq. (6) is complex, and the Theorem 3 only gives two parts of the solution. If we consider to balance the delay performances at the same time, the optimal replica distribution will be more complex. So, the method of balancing the query and update performances by adjusting the replica distribution is not easily achieved.
On the other hand, the second method for controlling the update overhead is to reduce the update rate. We can borrow ideas from hierarchical registration schemes, such as HMIPv6 and HFA [20] . By dividing local networks and introducing local registration mechanisms, the overlay update rate can be reduced. And the realizability of this method is higher. So, we will use this method to optimize the update performances in the next section.
Hierarchical DHT and proportional replication based mobility management scheme
In [21] , we proposed DHT and proportional replication mobility management (DPRMM) scheme, which is a global management scheme. In this section, we introduce the hierarchical registration structure based on DPRMM to optimize the update performances, and propose hierarchical DHT and proportional replication based mobility management scheme, called HDPRMM. The design of HDPRMM corresponds to the three parts in the analysis framework [22] , i.e. index structure, update operation and query operation.
Index structure
The index structure, as shown in Fig. 2, combines the domain-level DHT-based mobility management structure and hierarchical registration structure. In this structure, the network is divided into multiple management domains, and each domain includes multiple subnets. Each domain is equipped with an MA, which also has the function of a local gateway agent (GA). The MAs form a DHT-based overlay network.
There are four identifiers for each MN. Besides HoA, which indicates MN's identity, and oID, which is used in the overlay network, there are two care-of-addresses, which indicate MN's current location, i.e., Regional Care-of-Address (RCoA) and On-Link Care-of-Address (LCoA). The MAs in the overlay network keep the mappings between the oIDs and the RCoAs, and the GAs in the physical network keep the mappings between the RCoAs and the LCoAs. The basic structure of the mapping table in some MA is {oID, CoA, updatetime, querytime}, where updatetime is the time when the correspondent mapping item is recently updated, and querytime is the time when this mapping is recently queried.
Update operations
As shown in Fig. 3 , the update operations are as follows. During the intra-domain mobility, when an MN moves into the area of a new AR, only the LCoA of the MN changes. So, only perform the local registration and the new LCoA is updated to the GA ①-③. During the inter-domain mobility, when the MN moves into the area of a new GA, both LCoA and RCoA of the MN change. Besides the local registration to the new GA, the global registration to the MN's hMA and the overlay replication among MAs are performed ④-⑧. In addition, HDPRMM also adopts the RO process, namely BUs are sent to all active CNs by the MN in Mid-Call mobility.
Here, after the overlay registration ⑦, the overlay replication ⑧ is performed. In detail, because the consistency Hash function is used in the system, the hMA can place the replicas at its n successors to achieve the uniform replica distribution, 1 where the optimal replica number n is obtained based on CMR estimation. find the mapping information with the least querytime, and replace it with the new address mapping information.
10: end if
In addition, to guarantee the consistency of replicas about the same MN, HDPRMM deletes invalid replicas while updating the new mapping replicas. The pseudocode of this process is shown in Algorithm 1. Here, set n new be the optimal replica number at the current update time, and n old be the optimal replica number at the last update time. ReplicaTable new and ReplicaTable old are the sets of MAs, which are chosen based on n new and n old respectively. Because the replica table is sequentially chose from the hMA's successors, the first min{n old , n new } elements of ReplicaTable old and ReplicaTable new are the same. Therefore, call the replacement algorithm for ReplicaTable new and do the delete operation for ReplicaTable old − ReplicaTable new . And because the probability of a sudden change of an MN's CMR is very small, max{n old − n new , 0} is not much. So these delete operations for guaranteeing the data consistency will not greatly affect the performances. Here, the Least Recently Used (LRU) replacement algorithm is used to obtain the proportionality replication [18] , and the pseudocode of LRU is given in Algorithm 2.
Query operations
Due to use the route optimization, the query operations execute in Pre-Call mobility as shown in Fig. 4 . After the CR receives the first packet which is sent from the CN to the MN ① its mobility agent cMA sends the mapping query request message to the overlay network ②. When the replication is not used, the mapping information of the MN is only stored on the MN's hMA. So all the query requests for the MN's mapping are responded to after the request messages are delivered to the hMA through the overlay routing according to the MN's oID. However, when the replication is used, the mapping information of the MN is stored on multi-MAs besides the hMA. And a query request for the MN's mapping from any network node also is routed to the direction of the hMA step by step. If there is an MA, which keeps the MN's mapping information, on the routing path, this MA will send the query response message and update the querytime of the corresponding mapping table item to the current response time. Then the query request should not be delivered along and is responded earlier (i.e. the partial query process as the dashed line in Fig. 4 is saved) , and the query delay and the query load of the hMA are reduced. After receiving the query response message including the mapping between the MN's oID and its RCoA, CR replaces the destination address of the data packets with the MN's RCoA and delivers the packets to the MN's gateway agent aMA ③. Finally, the aMA receives these data packets as the local agent mode, and delivers these packets to the MN's LCoA by tunneling ④.
CMR estimation
Replicating the mappings in the overlay network according to the optimal replica distribution is an important step in the update operations. Following Theorem 1, the optimal replica numbers can be obtained based on {CMR i }. HDPRMM estimates
CMRs by the method in [23] . The pseudocode of CMR estimation is given in Algorithm 3.
Each MN measures the number of call arrivals and subnet handoffs, in order to calculate its CMR. And the CMR of an MN is defined as follows:
where, N C and N M are the number of sessions that arrive and the number of subnets visited by the MN during a specific time duration (i.e., the measurement interval), respectively. if the MN crosses the subnet then 4:
if a new call arrives at the MN then 7:
if max{N C , N M } is equal to MI then 10:
if CMR E = 0 then
12:
CMR E = CMR M 13: else 14:
end if 16:
end if 18: end while 19: return CMR E However, estimating the CMR during every call arrival or every handoff may result in a significant processing overhead for an MN with a limited capability. So the measurement interval (MI) is introduced to avoid excessive computation overhead arising from the CMR estimation procedure. In other words, an MN estimates its CMR only when either the number of subnet handoffs or the number of call arrivals is equal to MI.
In addition, for stable estimation of the CMR, an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) technique is used, in order to avoid the effect of sudden changes of session activity or mobility rate. The CMR estimation using EWMA is shown as follows:
where CMR E (i) and CMR M are the estimated CMR at the time i and the currently measured CMR, respectively. ω is a weighting parameter, where 0 < ω < 1.
Performance evaluation
In this section, we analyze the basic performances of HDPRMM using the analysis framework in [22] , and compare it with MIPv6, HMIPv6, dDHT and DPRMM using the simulation system in [14] .
Performance analysis
Our analyses are based on the following assumptions. Firstly, we assume the processing abilities of entities are relatively strong. So we ignore the processing delays and overheads, and merely consider the packet delivery delays and overheads. Secondly, the distance parameters between any network nodes are the number of hops packets travel. Thirdly, assume all packets have the same delays and overheads if their destination and source are identical.
Based on the analysis framework in [22] , we select the basic performance metrics combining both user and network perspectives, and update and query processes. Here, update delay is defined for an MN as the time that elapses between the Table 2 The expressions of the handover performances. Table 3 Lists of performance parameters.
Symbol Description a
The physical hop distance between AR and HA b
The physical hop distance between AR and CN c
The physical hop distance between HA and CN d
The physical hop distance between AR and aMA (or MAP) e
The physical hop distance between HA and aMA (or MAP) f
The physical hop distance between CN and aMA (or MAP) k
The physical hop distance between CR and cMA h
The physical hop distance corresponding to the overlay hop distance between aMA and hMA j
The physical hop distance corresponding to the overlay hop distance between cMA and hMA l
The physical hop distance corresponding to the overlay hop distance between cMA and MA which responses the query γ Latency or signaling cost of a packet's hop delivery in wired medium t R Latency or signaling cost of a packet delivery between MN and AR
Latency or signaling cost of a packet delivery between MN and CN
Latency or signaling cost of a packet delivery between MN and HA
Latency or signaling cost of a packet delivery between MN and CN via HA
Latency or signaling cost of a packet delivery between MN and MAP
Latency or signaling cost of a packet delivery between MN and aMA through overlay network t RR Latency or signaling cost of a packet delivery between hMA and MA which stores mapping replica through overlay network T MD n+l Average period to complete the movement detection procedure T DADn
Average period to complete the address configuration connection reestablishment with a new AR and the arrival of the first packet on the new subnet. And update overhead is defined by the cost of network-layer signaling messages necessary to complete a handover. As a result of route optimization, we only focus on the query delay and query overhead of the first query process. In [22, 14, 21] , we analyzed the basic performances of MIPv6, HMIPv6, dDHT and DPRMM, and gave the expressions of unit update delay (U L ), unit update overhead (U S ), unit intra-update delay (U L 1 ), unit intra-update overhead (U S 1 ), unit inter-update delay (U L 2 ), unit inter-update overhead (U S 2 ), unit query delay (Q L ), and unit query overhead (Q S ) for them. Similarly, we obtain the expressions of basic performances of HDPRMM based on the system architecture and performance parameters, as shown in Table 2 . Table 3 shows the instructions about the parameters in these expressions. For the sake of simplicity, we will use the same parameter symbols for the latencies and the signaling costs listed in Table 3 . And ζ is the ratio between the length of query signal message and the length of data packet, which reflects the impact of separating mapping query and data delivery on overhead performance. η 1 (or η 2 ) is the ratio between the length of once (or twice) encapsulated data packet and the length of the original data packet, which reflects the impact of tunneling technology on query overhead performance. 
Simulation system
We use the simulation system in [14] , which is constructed according to the parts of mobility model in the analytical framework [22] . We basically use some simplified models or empirical models, most of which are based on the statistical investigation and analysis of the actual metrical data for personal communication systems (PCS) or WLAN.
(1) Topology model. The subnet in Internet is an abstract conception. The analytical framework has no restrictions on shape or location of the subnets. So we use a simple two-tier grid structure, in which each domain contains a certain number of subnets.
(2) Movement model. Establish two-dimension random roaming model and Random Waypoint model. And assume the subnet residence time follows an m-order Erlang distribution in Eq. (9) [24] , with mean of mβ 0 and variance of mβ 
When m = 1, that is an exponential distribution. So, we can simulate smooth or random events by adjusting the parameter m.
(3) Session model. Assume the session arrival process follows a Poisson distribution with parameter λ, and the session duration process follows a Pareto distribution [25] in Eq. (10) . The mean and variance of the Pareto distribution are
For our analysis, the overlay of MAs is based on the Chord structured topology [26] . And the following parameters are used: t R = 10 ms, γ = 2 ms, T MD n+l = 0.15 s, and T DAD n = 0.5 s. Here, assume the average length of data packet is 200 bytes, and the length of query signal message is 50 bytes, and the length of tunneling packet header is 40 bytes [27] . So ζ = 0.25, η 1 = 1.2, and η 2 = 1.4. Total simulation time is 10 000 s. The results show the query delay performances of DPRMM and HDPRMM are worse than MIP schemes, but better than dDHT. The former is because the inconsistency between logical and physical topologies reduces the data transmission efficiency. And the latter is because the replication is used in DPRMM and HDPRMM and all the queries from any subnet can get response as early as possible. Moreover, the query delay of HDPRMM is smaller than that of DPRMM. It is because the moving range of the random roaming model is relatively small [28] . So in the initial stage of the simulation, the MN basically moves in its home domain and its RCoA does not change, and it does not need to perform the overlay query. The results also show the update delay performance of DPRMM is worse than dDHT, especially for large storage capacity. It is because when the capacity of each MA is larger, the optimal replica numbers determined by Theorem 1 are bigger. Then, the gain on query delay is bigger, but the extra cost of replication is also bigger, that shows the trade-off relationship between query and update performances. In addition, due to using the hierarchical registration in HDPRMM, the update rate of the mappings in the overlay reduces, and HDPRMM optimizes the update delay of DPRMM by about 10%. Even the update performance of HDPRMM is better than HMIPv6. The results show the update delay performance of DPRMM is better than MIPv6 on the whole, but worse than dDHT. When the network size is larger or the domain size is smaller, i.e. the overlay network size M is relatively larger, the optimal replica numbers and their upper bound determined by Theorem 1 are bigger, and the cost of replication is bigger. Then the average update delay of DPRMM fast increases and is even bigger than MIPv6 when the number of subnets is 576 or the number of subnets in each domain is 16. However, in HDPRMM, because of the reduction of the update rate in the overlay network, the effects of network scale and domain scale on the degree of topology inconsistency are reduced partly, and (a) Effects of CMR on total update overhead.
Simulation results
Effects of storage capacity
Network scalability
(b) Effects of CMR on total query overhead. the network scalability of HDPRMM is much better than DPRMM. When the network size is larger, HDPRMM optimizes the update delay of DPRMM by about 13%. And the query delay performance of HDPRMM is better than dDHT and DPRMM, and the query delay of dDHT can be reduced by about 6.8%-39.3%, and the query delay of DPRMM can be reduced by about 3.7%-29.7%. And the proportionality replication can ensure optimal query delay, so the effects of network scale and domain scale on query delay of DPRMM are smaller than on update delay. The results show that the effects of CMR on query and update performances of DPRMM and HDPRMM are smaller. It is because DPRMM and HDPRMM dynamically compute optimal replica distribution according to CMRs, and better use the relationship between performances of scheme and movement behaviors and service features of MNs. When the CMR of an MN is bigger, the query rate for the MN is higher, which means the hot level of the MN is higher, then the number of replicas increases which can reduce the query delay and balance the query load. Table 4 shows the standard deviation of MAs' query loads for different user distributions and movement models. Consider three kinds of user distribution, namely random distribution, centralized distribution and exponential distribution, and two kinds of very different movement model, namely random roaming models and random waypoint models. And the number of domains is 16, the number of subnets is 576, the number of MNs is 2000 and the number of replicas is 4. The mean and variance of the subnet residence time are 60 s and 600 s, respectively. The call arrival rate λ is 0.1. The mean and variance of the session duration time are 120 s and 12 000 s, respectively.
Effects of CMR
Load balance
The results show that the load balance performances of the DHT-based schemes are not effected by user distribution and movement model, and keep good in various scenes. Further, by introducing the replication, the query load of hMA is dispersed among multiple MAs, and DPRMM enhances the load balance performance about 20%-30% compared with that of dDHT. Table 6 The standard deviation of query loads for different network sizes. Tables 5 and 6 show the standard deviation of MAs' query loads for different domain sizes and different network sizes respectively, where the number of replicas follows the optimal replica distribution. The results show that DPRMM and HDPRMM self-adaptively adjust the replica distribution according to network scale and user behavior, and can greatly enhance the load balance performance about 30%-50% compared with that of MIPv6, and about 2%-26% compared with that of dDHT.
Conclusion
In order to provide scalable services, DHT-based distributed mobility management structures are adopted by many researchers. But in these structures, the inconsistency of logical and physical topologies limits the effective routing of overlay itself. In this paper, we introduced replication into the DHT-based management structure, to reduce the effects of inconsistency on mobility management. We constructed the optimization replication problems with the objectives of minimizing the average query delay and minimizing the average query overhead. Moreover, we analyzed the optimal replica distribution for balancing the query load, balancing the delay and overhead performances, and balancing the query and update performances.
The theoretical analysis results showed the DHT-based query overhead is optimized when the number of replicas is square-root proportional to the MN's CMR. And the DHT-based query delay is optimized when the number of replicas is linear proportional to the MN's CMR, and such a replica distribution also ensures fairness in the query load distribution. Further, we observed that the optimal replica distribution is determined by the CMR distribution, and the entropy of
and system capacity affect the query performances. When all MNs have the same CMRs, the query performances under these two replica distributions are the same. In addition, we showed that the method of adjusting the replica distribution to reduce the unit update overhead is impracticable.
Then, to reduce the expense of replication on update performances, we combined the hierarchical structure with the domain-level DHT-based management structure, which can reduce the overlay update rate. And we proposed the hierarchical DHT and proportional replication based mobility management scheme (HDPRMM). Further, we analyzed the effects of system parameters on performances of MIPv6, HMIPv6, dDHT, DPRMM and HDPRMM by simulation.
The numerical results showed that the update performances of HDPRMM are much better than MIPv6, dDHT and DPRMM, and are equivalent to that of HMIPv6. The query performances of HDPRMM are also better than dDHT due to using the proportional replication. Moreover, HDPRMM better uses the relationship between performances and user behaviors and service features, and achieves better fairness and scalability than MIP and dDHT.
